
chapel, MacR. 1. (6) 3.

I saw a cartoon a few days ago in the Post, maybe some of you saw it.

It seemed to me it brought out this fact very, very clearly. It showed

a man of medium height, a rather stout fellow, very friendly face, and

showed himstanding there and he was loekig-a-he-gaden waving his

arms and he said, no no no

That was beautiful, let's just have (5)

Nothing of that kind. And then the picture under-

neath showed the same man waving his arms and smilng broadly, and he

says: no no beautiful, let's

just throw them away. So then the third picture in an inst, showed

him again with an even better remark

and he said no

I think the first one showed him smiling

And I thought it certainly brought out the faith of the world as it

lies inthe evjil one. The smilng friendly face that seeks to lull us

to sleep, in order that we may receive, be deceived and destroyed and

the work of God be brought to noigit. As we live here in America, (7-)

and the common people

travel about with very little observance.

This surnmer,however, I was in Berlin for a few days. And there in

Berlin in the city you can walk about with freedom and ease. You find

large buildings there people are actively engaged in ordinary life.

You find large restaurants full of people. You find the looks on their

faces as you see in Western Germany show he happy condition of life in

general, they have plenty (8) life

7ry satisfactory.

But I walked one afternoon out to the busiest and happiest part of

Berlin, out to the Old Tiergarten which was the section I used to walk

in when I was a student there years ago. Then it was in the middle
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